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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome to this New York State Archives’ webinar on Records Management Essentials.The focus of this webinar:Provide an overview of the essential elements needed to either create or further enhance your records management programOffer practical steps you can take immediately after viewing this webinar. 



Agenda
• Why is records management important?

• Records management principles and activities

• Strategies to assist your efforts

• Practical steps moving forward

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To meet the learning objects for this webinar, here is the agenda we will follow, divided into four sections:Articulating to all parties the importance of records management. So why is managing records important? Some of the areas we will address include legal reasons, the value of the records to the local government itself, historical reference, and the personal benefits properly managing records has for both the individuals - such as department staff, the governing body for them to make well informed decisions, as well as the constituents who expect ready access to accurate information.Discuss some basic principles of records management and critical activities to ensure a solid and self sustaining records programDiscuss strategies to establish and address some issues often found when managing recordsThe majority of this webinar on some practical steps you can begin using as soon as you complete this webinar.



IMPORTANCE OF
RECORDS MANAGEMENT

What should we care?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To start, let’s discuss why managing records within your local government is important



Managing Records
• Records:

– A byproduct of government business

• Records management:
– Pertains to all records, regardless of format
– Occurs throughout their lifecycle
– Involves more than just a ‘Records Manager’

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To begin, it is important to define records as a byproduct of government business. A formal records management program recognizes that records can be any information or data created or received in the normal course of business. Records are therefore evidence of government activities and of the rights and assets of its citizensRecords management pertains to records in all formats including paper, microfilm, or electronic.It involves the care of records during their entire lifecycle and retention period. The Records Management” lifecycle is the oversight  of records regardless of format from the time records are created or received, through their distribution, use and involvement in work processes, to their storage for active retrieval, then to determination of the disposition for disposal or permanent retention.Properly managing records requires cooperation from everyone and effective coordination of activities in your local government.This is especially important for e-records, which require that everyone be a records manager for the records created or received on their individual PCs. It is critical that management support and encourage these efforts, otherwise records management efforts will not succeed. Effective records management begins when a recordkeeping system is being designed and continues over time, as records lose their active value, become inactive, and require either destruction or preservation (because records can have research value beyond their original purpose). Ideally, the design or creation of a record should anticipate its retention – for example, an electronic system should be designed to store records in a non- proprietary format, allowing for records to be read long after you have either changed systems or the vendor has ceased offering the application.  	



Why Manage Records?
• Legal or compliance reasons

• Importance/value of the information

• Preservation & protection

• Organizational and individual benefits

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While the respective order of the specific benefits realized may vary, generally there are four main reasons for managing records:Legal mandate as required by local, state or federal law.The importance or value of the individual records themselves requires a need for their protection and safeguarding.Historical reasons to ensure the records are properly preserved and protectedThen there are the specific benefits properly managing records brings to:The government agencyThe individual relying on ready access to those records to perform their jobThe constituents needing access to public records. We will discuss each of these in the following slides



Legal
• Insure compliance with federal and state laws

– Local Government Records law
– Commissioner's Regulations
– FERPA, FOIL, HIPAA, FRCP

• Protect organization and individual stakeholders
– Litigation protection; lower risk; fine avoidance
– Respond to e-discovery requests

• Individual and corporate responsibility
– Insure compliance with institutional policies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As stated, there is a legal mandate for properly managing your records.There is a system of laws and regulations that mandate each local government and state agency institute a program for the efficient and orderly care of the records they create as the result of conducting government business Per the Arts & Cultural Affairs Law And Commissioner of Education’s RegulationsTogether, these define most of the records management requirements for New York State’s local governments and state agenciesThe law and regulations each have a separate section for local governments and another for state agenciesBeyond the state and local laws, there are federal laws impacting how records are managed, including:Family Educational Rights and Privacy ActFreedom of Information LawHealth Information Portability and Accountability ActFederal Rules of Civil ProceduresA properly structured records management program reduces your risk, by helping you be legally compliant, respond to disasters, and having orderly, safe, and secure storage areas



Importance and Value
• Administrative

– Needed to be able to perform your job
• Fiscal

– Invoices, contracts, tax collection
• Legal

– Contracts and agreements, mandated reporting
• Historical

– Significant event, recording; Institutional memory
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The loss of a record could affect revenue collection, contractual agreements, or otherwise hinder performing the daily work local governments are required to perform. Records support proper decision making. You need them to properly perform your job.Records support the fiscal aspects of your local government including revenue collection, paying employees & vendorsRecords support contracts and other agreementsRecording historical or other significant events and passing on the institutional memory of your local government.



Preservation and Protection
• Preserve heritage

• Institutional memory

• Identify and preserve essential records

• Disaster Protection and business continuity

Presenter
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While we touched on the historical importance reason in the previous slide, there may other reasons for preserving records that may not be deem as specifically historical in the present terms.Research value for governments for decision making or public benefitIdentifying and protecting essential recordsFrom a disaster preparedness perspective – it becomes critical to identify which are the essential records held by your local government in order to continue operating in the even of a disaster affecting your facility and the records contained within. Properly identifying essential records, reducing the risks that may occur (potential water leaks, storage of proper environmental conditions, security and fire protection, etc.) must occur to ensure the continuity of business operations to serve your constituents.



Individual & Organizational 
Benefits

• Easier access
– Easier to find (less to search through)
– Easier to figure out what can be disposed
– Easier to manage
– Improved service to constituents via instant access

• Lower costs
– Less kept, equals less space needed (physical and electronic)

– Reduce records volumes
– Improve efficiency

Presenter
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Records Management brings order to disorderThrough logical filing systems, well-designed electronic systems, and having on hand only the records that you needAt times, managing records can be perceived as benefiting only the local government or for legal reasons only.Properly managing records provides individual benefits from being able to locate and access records quickly which reduces internal staff stress as well as provides better service to your constituents.Your department and local government will see lower costs in a properly managed records environment through staff efficiency, reduce storage space as well as reduce risksUses space wisely, through reformatting, using expensive office space for high-use records, having storage areas for inactive records, and destroying obsolete recordsSaves staff time, by involving the development of access tools and filing systems, and allowing staff to search through the smallest volume of records legally possible Reduces potential fines and penalties that could be imposed An important note is that records management as a profession is concerned with using resources effectively to make life easier for those who create and use records – through minimizing costs, and aiding better planning and decision making.



Why not just keep everything?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So why shouldn’t you just “save everything forever?”This question is easily answered when discussing the storage of paper records – simply you will run out of room to store all the boxes and file cabinets used to house the paper records – if not already.But this question is most often asked when pertaining to electronic records, which require a small amount of physical space for storage – and this space is continuously getting cheaper by the day. Paper records are visible and you can easily see when you are out of storage space – but not visually apparent with electronic records.While storing electronic records are not visible to the naked eye and are relatively inexpensive when compared to paper storage, but the REAL expense  is in MANAGING the electronic bites and bytes being stored.Other areas to consider include:The more you keep the greater potential for creating vulnerability in situations involving FOIL, e-discovery, and auditsThe more you keep the more you or your applications will have to sift through to find the information. Think of the last time you performed a search on the internet. How many thousands or hundred of thousand of hits did your search result in? How many pages of search results did you actually look through? What if the ‘best’ result was 10 or 20 pages further down the search result list. How many of these pages were worthless to you, thus cluttering up your results?If you keep everything electronically, then when it comes time to upgrade your technology infrastructure – you will have to migrate this every increasing amount of data to the new storage devices – requiring even larger storage devices over time.



RECORDS MANAGEMENT 
PRINCIPLES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So now that we discussed some of the reasons for properly managing records, let’s look at some of the principles in buildings the foundation for a solid records management program in your agency or local government.



Seven Step Process
1. Know what you have
2. Know what must be kept and for how long
3. Make accessing records easier
4. Dispose of records not required to keep
5. Protect and preserve essential records 
6. Document your policies and procedures
7. Teach others each of the above

Presenter
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In order to get started, let’s discuss some of the high level steps required to build you records management program’s foundation. Each of these will be discussed in greater detail later within this webinar.To manage something, first you need to know what you have – in other words perform an inventory of your records.Then after identifying what you have, determine what really has to be retained by law and for how long. For the retained records, take appropriate steps to make them easier to access to the appropriate parties – whether department staff or the public. Anything not required to be kept, dispose of. Governments must properly preserve records over their required retention period and properly protect these records securely and from potential disasters.Any policies or deviations from NYS guidelines – such as if you decide to retain a particular records series beyond the required retention period - must be documented. And finally – although not the least important – creating greater awareness and educating others within your local government on each of the above items mentioned must be done to ensure policies and guidelines are followed. Enforcement of the above is an important component to ensure legally admissible records.



RM Lifecycle
Create/
Receive Active

Inactive

RetainDisposition

Preserve

Dispose
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When we look at the overall lifecycle a records follows:A records is either created internally within a department or received from the outside person or agency, vendor,Then goes through a period of activity where it is regularly handled, copied, distributed, reviewed, approved, and possibly stored with other similar records occurs.After this active work period, often the activity surrounding a records quiets down and the record is stored, but not actively retrieved – although retrieval can occurred during this or any other steps within the lifecycle.After a record is kept for the required retention period, the record exits the lifecycle and is destroyed. Those records still retained, such as permanent records, may require work to ensure their preservation throughout the retention period whether this means placing in archival containers if paper or storing electronic records is a file format that is not reliant on a proprietary format or application to be able to read the records decades later – even if the application vendor has long since gone.



RM Continuum
• Records Management is not an end point

• Interject steps within lifecycle to facilitate process

Presenter
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Records management is challenging because it is constantly changing Records are increasingly complex and ephemeralToday’s records are characterized by hyperlinks (webpages), systems that allow the analysis of complex information from many sources (GIS), personal convenience (email, IM, voicemail), and loss of direct government control (cloud computing, social networking)Can have layers of obsolescence; Especially in the inherent characteristics of electronic records, which can involve hardware, software, formats, media, encryption, compression, content management systemsTools for managing records continue to evolve as the profession strives to keep up with changes in the way people communicate and do businessManaging records now means working effectively with other professions, especially information technology, which have many of the same interests but different cultures and vocabulariesConstant learning curve - As the rules change almost daily and technology continues to evolveAs a result, it is important to understand that records management is not an end point that is done once and will forever be in place to meet all available needs. Things change whether a governing body adds new regulations, records series or new software tools to the mix – to the continued rapid changes in technology and their affect on records.In order to achieve the objectives in building a solid records management foundation, it is important to inject steps within the records lifecycle that not only meet your objectives, but to make it easier to access and protect records throughout their retention period. The following provides some examples:



Examples
• Proper file naming when creating
• Separating short term retention from long term
• Moving inactive records to lower cost storage
• Placing files in boxes for easy disposal
• Naming records so others know what they are
• Separating records from non-records

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hers are just some examples of steps to take to ease the overall records management lifecycle process



Retention Schedules
• ♦1.[293] Report of audit of financial affairs

– a. Audit filed pursuant to Section 35, General Municipal Law, 
conducted by New York State Comptroller's Office or by New 
York City Comptroller or by an outside auditing firm:

– RETENTION: PERMANENT

• ♦1.[372] Payroll, including information on gross & net pay, base pay, 
taxes, and other Deductions 

– a. Year-end payroll, including detailed information necessary for 
salary verification for retirement and social security purposes:

– RETENTION: 55 years

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While there are many activities that occur throughout the lifecycle of a record, knowing the proper retention requirements for each record influences many of the activities.Here is an example of a retention schedule for a permanent record, in this case an audit, as well as one for payroll records which must be retained for 55 years.In these examples, knowing that the records must be retained for long periods of time – after when we will have stopped working and turned the records oversight to someone else - will influence the decisions regarding the format of the record and how to organize the records to facilitate easier disposal after meeting retention requirements.



File Plan
• Adopt for both electronic & paper records

– Establish naming conventions
– Include what should be in each file
– Anticipate retention period for easier purging
– Do not use your own name in the folder’s name
– Avoid co-mingling short-term records with long-term

Presenter
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Adopt a file plan for both electronic and paper records, establishing naming conventions and what should be included in each fileFiling electronically does not reduce the need for a file plan; if anything it makes a controlled vocabulary even more necessaryUse appropriate filing method: For example, alphabetically, numerically, or alpha-numeric, or use a random or “blind” filing system with access provided entirely via a databaseAnticipate retentionTry not to file records with different retention periods together, to make it easier to purge the records as needed (also true of electronic records)If unavoidable, separate records within the same folder by retention periodsMake it easier for others to locate files in the future – so don’t use personal names within the file naming systemCoordinate paper and e-records filesIf you destroy paper records according to a defined retention period, you must also destroy the electronic counterpart according to that same schedule



Goals of a File Plan

1. Ease access to records
2. Identify records consistently
3. Simplify disposal of records after retention period
4. Meet compliance requirements
5. Make your job easier!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are five primary goals to consider when developing a file plan:Ease access to records – for you and everyone else!Identify records consistentlySimplify disposal of records after retention requirements are met – dramatically saves staff time later onMeet compliance requirementsMake your job easier!



What’s in a Name?
What the heck is it?

• Minutes.doc
• Letter091609.doc
• Subj: Helpful Info
• Purchases.mdb

Better name

• Board Minutes 2008-01.doc
• Corr-ABC Event 091612.doc
• Subj: Project X Contract Info
• PurchasesFY07.mdb

File names should be as descriptive as practical

Presenter
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Here’s an example of poor methods for naming an electronic file and some better methods.Can anyone figure out what is in the files listed on the left?What is wrong with these naming approaches?



How Should I Store Them?

• Separate records series (groups of functionally-related records) 

– Nest folders within folders
• “Invoices” subfolders includes “2009”, “2010”, etc.
• “Project” subfolders includes “correspondence”, “contract” 
• Avoid “orphan files”

• Follow consistent file naming conventions
• Use logical, specific names & dates if possible

– Goal is to tell what the file is without opening it

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note: Often people use folder names such as ‘ABC Project’ for project files and these include short term (0-3 years) , medium term (3-10 years), and long term retention records (10+ years to permanent) in the same file.For example: Correspondence vs invoices, vs building plansMuch harder to review when purging – like when you are out of space.



RMO’s Responsibilities
• Oversee and coordinate records program
• Serves as liaison with departments
• Delegate responsibility as needed
• Promoting the program
• Follow State Archives’ guidelines
• Education and awareness

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All local governments and state agencies must have a Records Management Officer (RMO)In towns and villages, the clerk is the RMO by law; in fire districts, the secretary is RMO; in counties, cities, and school districts, the RMO is appointedAn RMO oversees and coordinates the records programThe emphasis in law is on oversight and coordination to ensure that records are managed throughout the governmentThe RMO acts as a liaison with other departmentsThe intent is to educate department staff about their responsibilities and records management practices in general, and to help them use their information more effectivelyThe RMO cannot do everything without some assistance, so they must delegate responsibility as neededFor example, the RMO can ask department staff to weed out duplicate materials from records before they send the records to inactive storageConstantly promote the program RMOs must practice good public relations, because their success depends on cooperation with others, both within and outside of governmentFollow State Archives guidelinesBy law, the State Archives is responsible for providing guidance on managing most local government records



Board & CEO Responsibilities

• Support and promote a records program

• Designate RMO

• Individual and corporate responsbility

• Identify historical records & ensure protection

Presenter
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According to the law, the RMO is supported by a network that starts at the top of the hierarchyThe Chief Executive Officer and governing board are mandated to support and promote a records programThe governing board or executive officer must designate an RMO when not mandated by law within 60 days of the departure of the previous RMOIn all cases, the governing board is required to inform the State Archives when a new RMO is appointedIndividual and corporate responsibilityMeaning that, by law, individual RMOs may have a primary role in managing records, but all government officials, including managers and governing board members, have some level of responsibility for the records management programThey must also identify historical records and ensure their protection



STRATEGIES
The right approach to assist in your efforts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now that we discussed the basic principles and importance of managing records, you must have the right strategy in place.



Strategies
• You cannot be a records management island
• Know what you have and what has to be kept
• Identify known issues (and areas needing clarification)

• Set up a plan to address 
• Identify needed policies (for protection and enforcement)

• Get the word out (awareness and training)
• Continuous reinforcement and refinement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before you jump right into ’doing’ records management, you must develop a strategy – then make it explicit.This slide is intended to provide a listing of areas that need to be included in your strategy:You can’t do it all by yourself – get executive and department level supportPerform an inventory – you must know what you have and what has to be keptIdentify and write down the issues either known to you or departments – some may not be known outside of a particular functional group. Once identified, prioritize and set up a plan to address the known issues Identify needed policies (for protection and enforcement)Education is key and making people aware of the basic issues and how it may benefit themRM is not a one time event - continuous reinforcement and refinement of work has to be done 



One size does not fit all
• Strategies will vary, depending on:

– Volume
– Frequency of use
– Retention requirements
– Age
– Physical conditions
– Level of confidentiality
– Degree of importance (essential and value)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Records management means adopting strategies selectively rather than applying a “one-size-fits-all” approach, because each organization is unique as is each records series Adopt strategies (and focus resources) based on records’Volume, a major factor in determining how to manage recordsReformatting high-volume records is an excellent way to maximize storage spaceFrequency of useRecords that are heavily used by many individuals are often appropriate to scan, especially if your constituency would benefit from having the records on a website or individuals in your government or agency need networked accessRetentionRecords with a short retention rate usually do not merit the expense of reformatting; permanent, low-use records are good candidates for microfilming; permanent, frequently used records are good for scanningAge frequently determines where and how you will store records Records are at their most active within 1-2 years of creation, so they are usually stored and used in active office areas; older records require special environmental conditions but may not need to be easily accessible physicallyPhysical condition, especially very fragile records may require reformatting and restrictions on direct use Level of confidentiality will determine the level and number of security controls you will have on records, especially if they are in electronic formatLevel of confidentiality can limit what types of information you transmit via emailDegree of importance (vitality and value)Vital records are those that are absolutely essential to your day-to-day functions; valuable records can be vital but they may also be your historical recordsThese require special care when adopting disaster prevention measures, for example



Records Coordinators
• Cannot do it alone

– Liaison between department and RMO
• Oversees departmental records storage areas

– Source of information, direction, and assistance
• Informal becomes formal

– Direct line of communications
• Attends training events & meetings as scheduled
• Follows establishes policies and procedures

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Managing records is a coordinated activity requiring the involvement of many to be   truly successfulAdvisory or coordinating boards   Local governments can form Records Advisory Boards consisting of individuals with the knowledge and interest to support the work of the RMOIT staff are integral to planning, identifying, and implementing many of the technology solutions available to manage records   An IT director may even be an appropriate choice for RMO (if not set in law)Managers must be involved to ensure policy is implemented and enforced, the work of the RMO is supported (especially financially), and to help coordinate records   management functions between program areasLegal counsel can advise on policy development, records ownership, e-discovery responseConsultants and vendors are important sources of information, services, productsOther local governments and state agencies   Networking with peers is important for keeping current and not “reinventing the wheel”   Also, several state agencies have oversight of recordkeeping functions, including State Archives, OFT/CIO, CSCIC, Committee on Open GovernmentProfessional organizations   including ARMA, NAGARA, SAA, NYALGRO, ITDA (Information Technology Directors Association), and othersGiven the scope and volume of records used and stored within local government, it becomes impossible for an RMO to be solely responsible for all records management activities or even familiar with all the records used.This is where the role of a Records Coordinator comes into play. Often these functions are already performed on an informal basis by a staff member within departments. The goal becomes to formalize this position and increase the flow of communications between the RMO and each individual Records Coordinator – to ensure any established records policies and procedures are followed and any potential issues are made aware to the appropriate parties.Determining who will be the designated Records Coordinator within each department is not an exact science. While sometimes it may be the department head, often the role is better suited to n administrative staff person within the department that is more familiar with the daily handling of records and the applications used in each area. With the demands on time and attention, departments heads, while meaning well, may not have the time to provide the required focus on individual issues or periodically meet with the RMO and other coordinators.Once the list is compiled, get support form the governing body by having them recognize the roles and publish the list to all departments.Keep in mind that the individual initially assigned as a Records Coordinator may or may not be the best person for the job, so changing people should be considered. 



Records Management Team

Records 
Management 

Officer

Records 
Coordinators

Department & 
Division Staff
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The slide shows the interaction between the RMO, Record Coordinators and department staff.The Record Coordinators work daily with the departments since the coordinators work within the departments. They know the work being performed and the associated records.The Records Coordinator works with the RMO – becoming other ‘local’ voice of the RMO. Relaying information between the RMO and the departmentDiscuss issuesHelp with trainingHelps implement defined policies and procedures – as well as refine them 



Policies
• Document framework

– Consistency
– Continuity
– Responsibility
– Education
– Legal support

• Document decisions impacting records
– e.g. Follow NYS retention schedules, establishing and 

defining the RMO responsibilities

Presenter
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A written policy framework helps ensure:Consistency between individuals who are responsible for records management tasks such as filing, labeling, data entry, indexingContinuity over time, regardless of staff changes and electionsReliable basis for changeIf a policy or procedure is documented, it’s easier to know how to change it, if needed, and easier to know if an action taken in the past was appropriate for that time periodOngoing trainingExisting policy should be integrated into a training program for new staffNew, changed, or important policy areas (information security, acceptable use, disaster response, email archiving) should also be the subject of mandatory trainingStaff can’t follow policy if they are unaware of itLegal admissibilityA written policy and documentation for recordkeeping practices is absolutely essential for proving the legal admissibility of records and that a program is legally compliantPolicies document the decisions impacting records and how they are managed



PRACTICAL STEPS GOING 
FORWARD

And now what should I do?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ok, so now we talked of the importance of records management and some strategies to setup and follow, what should you do after finishing listening to this webinar?



7 Step Process
1. Records Coordinators
2. Know what you have
3. Determine what to keep (retention schedules)

4. Project Planning - Start one area at a time
5. Training & awareness
6. Reinforcement
7. Continuous Refinement

Presenter
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Outline slideThere are 7 basic steps to follow to jump start your records management program, each of which are discussed on the following slides



Formalize Records Coordinators
• Recruit coordinators

• Face-to-face

• Willingness and

• Keep in mind possible changes

Presenter
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Given the scope and volume of records used and stored within local government, it becomes impossible for an RMO to be solely responsible for all records management activities or even familiar with all the records used.This is where the role of a Records Coordinator comes into play.Often these functions are already performed on an informal basis by a staff member within departments. The goal becomes to formalize this position and increase the flow of communications between the RMO and each individual Records CoordinatorEnsure any established records policies and procedures are followed and any potential issues are made aware to the appropriate parties.Determining who will be the designated Records Coordinator within each department is not an exact science.While sometimes it may be the department head, often the role is better suited to n administrative staff person within the department that is more familiar with the daily handling of records and the applications used in each area. With the demands on time and attention, departments heads, while meaning well, may not have the time to provide the required focus on individual issues or periodically meet with the RMO and other coordinators.Once the list is compiled, get support form the governing body by having them recognize the roles and publish the list to all departments.Keep in mind that the individual initially assigned as a Records Coordinator may or may not be the best person for the job, so changing people should be considered.   



Inventory
• Purpose

– Identify what you have
– Where they are stored
– Who is responsible for them
– What has to be retained
– What can be disposed

• Start one department at a time
• Refinement process

Presenter
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As stated earlier, you have to know what you have in order to properly manage it and this all starts with performing an inventory.A formal inventory is the most basic tool to begin managing records.This requires collecting data on all records, regardless of format.This inventory information along with department and senior management input is used in the development of a needs assessment and records management planA records inventory can be comprehensive or focus on one problematic group of records (case files, court records, electronic records)Appropriate storage space is absolutely essential for controlling records appropriately, and it’s usually the most difficult resource to acquireUsually you must prioritize space, so that you place the most valuable records in close proximity to the people who need them or in the most secure storage, and then store records of lesser value in spaces of diminishing quality or greater distanceStart one department at a timePeriodic updating and refinement is essential



Example
• Provide relevant section(s) of schedule as guide
• Minimum info to gather:

• Records series title
• Date ranges
• Location
• Volume
• Owner
• Original or copy
• Retention requirements

• Tool

Presenter
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Provide only appropriate sections of your retention schedule to departments based on their function (not the complete schedule), so as to not overwhelmBasic information to collect when conducting an inventory:Records series titleDate rangesLocationVolumeOwnerOriginal or copyRetention requirementsRecords locating tool or finding aid is a must:Can involve using a simple program such as Microsoft Excel spreadsheet or an Access database to track all paper records, their locations, and their destruction dates.The locator essentially functions as a perpetual inventory



E-record Considerations
• Identify primary applications creating records

– e.g. financial system, permit issuance, case 
management application, land record system, etc.

– Not document viewers (Acrobat Reader, Web 
browser), DVD/CD recording software, etc.

• Where is the record stored?
– Within the same server as the application, separate 

local storage device (SAN, NAS), state agency 
system, vendor’s location, etc.

Presenter
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Figure out which applications ‘create’ records and ignore others – such as DVD recording software.Determine where the primary records series are being stored – which specific device (server, SANS, NAS, etc.) and where is the device located (e.g. the room)SAN = Storage Area NetworkNAS = Network Attached Storage



Determine ‘the’ Record
• Which format?

– Electronic or paper
• Which ‘original’?

– Contracts example
• Who is the custodian?

– Department Head, Clerk, Records Manager, etc. 

Presenter
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Often there can be some confusion or lack of surety what the official record is.Is it the electronic record stored within the financial system or is it the printed version of the record stored in a file cabinet.Or in the case of contracts and agreements, often multiple original paper copies are signed and stored maybe by the financial officer, the internal legal council or the clerk. Which could all have copies.The important point is to designate which is the official copy of the record and document this decision in policies to assist in the enforcement of the decision.As a part of this process, documenting the record owner must be done too.



Disposal
• Dispose of what you can

• Multi-level approval process
– Record owner, Records Manager/RMO, auditor

• Shred  

Presenter
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Now it is time to get rid of what you can.It is often good practice to have a multiple level approval process in place to assure records required to be retained are not destroyed.This includes records that may be needed for pending or current litigation matter.Having a Records Coordinator or department head sign off along with the RMO along with legal counsel or an auditor provide added insurance and approval levels.Do not just place records available for disposal in the recycle bin.They must be shredded or incinerated to ensure no sensitive information such as social security number or other personal identification information is exposed.



Project Planning
• What was discovered during inventory?
• What areas are you unsure of - clarify
• Prioritize

– Determine low hanging fruit
– Areas needing more resources (time, capital, etc.)

• Set realistic multi-year plan
• Communicate
• Revisit and revise

Presenter
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Use the information gathered during your inventory and interviews to help develop a project plan to address identified issuesBe realistic in your planning and what can be accomplished given known resources.Too easy to try to say you’ll do too muchMay lead to disappointmentBe conservative



Active vs Inactive Records
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This graph show when to consider moving records to inactive storage (i.e. less valuable floor space) based on the activity surrounding the file.Highly active files need to be closer to the users



Ease Transition
• Move inactive records to inactive storage
• File centrally, when possible

– Controlled inactive storage area
– Box and label inactive paper records
– Use appropriate storage equipment

• Verify disposition
• Update inventory tool
• Dispose when appropriate

Presenter
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Ease the transition from active records to inactive storageLocation, location, locationDetermine by activity, record volume, importance, and sensitivity of the informationSystem for rotating records, which requires having a regular schedule and procedures for retiring records to inactive storage, destroying obsolete records, and updating all locator informationKeep inventory information up to dateFollow retention schedule s and dispose of records when appropriate



• Box inactive records and label using the appropriate retention schedule

ABC COUNTY STORAGE LABEL 

Department: Treasury
Sub-Unit: Accounts Payable 
Records Series Title: Purchase Order
Records Series Desc: PO’s for Office Supplies
Schedule #:  CO-2; Records Series: 1.[598] 
Inclusive Dates: January 2009 To: December 2009
Location: Treasury Basement Room
Disposal Date: Jan 2016
Box # : 2 of 5  

Labeling Inactive Records

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Record boxes MUST be labeled with proper identification informationDo not let boxes to be placed in your records storage area without proper – and consistent – labeling in placeIf not labeled properly, send back to the departmentBoxes, labels, shelving, cabinets are important tools for managing recordsShould reflect the types of records involved (e.g., maps in map cabinets or towers, inactive records in adequately labeled boxes on shelves)



Preservation
• Physical environment
• Security
• Handling
• Storage & format

– Paper, microfilm or certain e-formats (PDF/A or TIIF)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are important elements for managing all records but are essential for preserving historical recordsInvolves managing:Physical environmentRecords should be stored in an environment that is clean, is free of vermin and mold, and has stable temperature and humidity levelsRecords should be in appropriate boxes and storage equipment (cabinets, shelves), or on high-quality media, preferably in multiple, distributed copiesSecurity, which involves managing physical security through locks, alarms (intrusion, flood), limited access, and a fire suppression systemAlso applies to having appropriate security for e-records in the form of passwords, controlled access, firewalls, and virus protection software HandlingHuman contact endangers records through careless handling, overuse of fragile originals, and misguided repairsCertain media (photographs, optical media) can be easily damaged by human hands, because they leave oils on media surfacesConservation measuresIn very rare cases you may need to clean or repair recordsIt’s always best to engage the services of a professional conservatorFor e-records, consider hiring an outside consultant experienced in electronic records managementApplies to all ER, not just permanent, because hardware, software, and media can become obsolete in 5-10 yearsAnticipate obsolescence and instabilityE-records require a commitment of resources to always ensure the records are accessible for their full retention period



Disaster Management
• Identify essential and valuable records
• Identify risks
• Assess risk
• Reduce risks
• Prepare response plan & business continuity plan

Presenter
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Identify essential and valuable recordsEssential records examples: payroll, open contracts, current case filesValuable records, usually meaning historical records: Meeting minutes, original charters, pre-1910 records (in local governments), deeds AND records needed to conduct daily business which may not be deemed historicalIdentify risksBy assessing weather patterns, site conditions, potential impact of human error or deliberate sabotage, vulnerabilities to electronic recordsReduce most risks now. After you understand your risks, take immediate steps: Ensure staff is trained on aspects of records security and other records management issuesIncorporate your records storage areas into a facility-wide maintenance schedule and disaster planMake sure you have appropriate control over your recordsAssess potential impact of ongoing risksIdentify those risks that you can never fully eliminate and prioritize by level of impactPrepare response plan to minimize impactPrepare individual response plans for each disaster that is likely to occur and that will have significant impact



Awareness & Training
• Develop strong communication links with 

Records Coordinators & department heads
– Regular meetings

• Keep governing body informed
– Align RM activities into their goals

• Annual clean up day
• Webinars & workshops



LAST WORD OF ADVICE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A few more words to help establish and strengthen your records management program…



Six Reminders
1. Determine what needs to be kept (official copy)
2. Delegate responsibility
3. File consistently according to file plan
4. Maintain an inventory
5. Hold clean up days once a year
6. Know what resources are available
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Determine what needs to be kept (official copy)Delegate responsibility – you cannot do it all!File consistently according to a defined file planMust be developed so ‘others’ can find the records (not just those that created them since they may not always be working in the area to help find records.Maintain an inventory – critical tool for maintaining your RM program and helps reduce legal discovery risks and costsHold clean up days once a year for physical recordsKnow what resources are available – and use them!



Remember…
• It took years to get where you are today

• Eat the elephant one bite at a time

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Simple words of advice to reduce the stress and feeling of hopelessness.Pick a place to start. Baby steps



Resources
• Your NYS Archives representative

– Regional Advisory Officer (RAO) for local governments
• New York State Archives webinars & workshops
• Your peers
• ARMA
• National Archives and Records Administration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Don’t forget the many resources available to you:



Records Management 
Essentials

Thank you!

For more information: 
www.archives.nysed.gov

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Records management is ultimately about providing service to everyone who produces and needs access to information, including:Your own staff and co-workers, who can comprise the largest user group of your recordsYour government and New York StateRecords also document the property and rights of government, and protect public entities by documenting accountability Your constituents, who include individuals seeking access to information for immediate reasonsVerify property ownership and other assets, determine how their tax dollars are being spent, document school attendance or issuance of licenseResearchers who use records for reasons that don’t necessarily reflect the records’ original purposeYourself, to help you do your own work more efficiently
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